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4/22 day of escalated action:

Where: (off a red line metro stop! We’re not revealing the location yet but details are to come!)
When: 12:30P
What: disruption, die-ins and escalated action.

Let us know if you want to risk arrest with us! We can’t wait to meet you!

XRLA Climate Camp Day 5: Solidarity with Youth Climate Strike! These brave children are setting the bar that every adult in the world needs to live up to!

at Los Angeles Department of Water & Power

The seasons are more irregular than my period

Don’t let you to hope, don’t want to believe
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Please retweet @Sunrise_Mvmt_LA @ClimateStrikeLA @BRN_Fed @DSA_LosAngeles @dsajc @350 @350SouthBayLA @RiverProjectLA @BATSE @producersguild @eliegogolding @MarkRuffalo @shallenwoodley @democracynow @inhabglobal @RisingTideNA @MutualAidReef

Extinction Rebellion NYC (@XR_NYC) | Twitter

Extinction Rebellion is working hard to fight for urgent response to climate change, but it takes $5.2 billion dollars, food, supplies... Please help support or very important work! #ExtinctionRebellion
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1 Extinction Rebellion LA Retweeted

Extinction Rebellion NYC @XR_NYC · Apr 18
Thank you @democracynow for your great coverage on our action. Climate change is the most urgent issue of our time! #ExtinctionRebellion #InternationalRebellion #XRUS #rebelspRING

Democracy Now! @democracynow
Climate activists with @xr_nyc shut down traffic outside New York City Hall Wednesday, partially blocking access to the Brooklyn Bridge and staging a die-in to demand radical action on climate change.
Show this thread

1 Extinction Rebellion LA @XRRebellionLA · 19h
Day 5 of XRLA Climate Camp 4/20/19:
April 19: YOUTH ORGANIZERS
11:30A-3:00P: Meet at LA City Hall for Youth Strike @ClimateStrikeLA @usclimatesstrike
Call 213-290-0298 when you arrive!

1 Extinction Rebellion LA @XRRebellionLA · 23h
XRLA members imitating 20th Century newsboys handing out The Rebellion Recorder at intersections downtown in preparation for our Earth Day action! @billmckibben! #xrlahistory! #climatetacts! The only rag worth reading!

https://twitter.com/XRebellionLA 4/19/2019
Extinction Rebellion LA @XRbellionLA · Apr 17
XR-LA wheat pasting for International Week of Action! #pamphletstreets

Rising Tide NA @RisingTideNA · Apr 10
Check out our new zine "Staying Above Water" taking a look at how the #ClimateCrisis is driving migration around the world. #ClimateActionNow #OpenBorders #Immigration #not1more #Solidarity
Tomorrow 4/18/19 meet at Ela Park @ 7:00A to meet with East Yard Community for Environmental Justice! We're so excited to meet you! 🦋

MAP: goo.gl/maps/sTL5xIPwP...

(please bring your own bowl, water bottle, and fork!)

Call 213-290-0298 when you arrive!

Schedule:

- Thursday April 18: REGENERATIVE CULTURE
  - 7:00A: Meet and light breakfast and travel
  - 8:00A-11:00A: Meet with East Yard Community for Environmental Justice
  - 11:00A-12:00P: Travel back to basecamp
  - 12:30P-1:30P: Lunch
  - 1:30P-2:30P: 4/22 research
  - 2:30P-5:00P: 4/22 Planning
  - 5:00P- Wrap Up/Clean Up (probably optional pay for yourself dinner)
  - 7:00P- screening with Sunrise! (Call the phone number above for the address)

We'll be swarming at 6:00P in DTLA! 💚 Call: 213-250-0298 for our location!

4/17/19 Climate Camp continues ❤️ Anti-Capitalism Seminar! 💚 Call: 213-250-0298 when you arrive! 💚
Extinction Rebellion LA (@XRellionLA) · Apr 17
Prepping the posters for #PainttheStreets! #extinctionrebellion

XR Cambridge (@xr_cambridge) · Apr 16
Jess, 18, Miriam 20, and Michael 19, were arrested today in London. They should NOT be having to do this to save their own futures. Their courage in the face of the climate crisis is heroic and puts politicians to shame. @ExtinctionR
@GretaThunberg @GeorgeMonbiot #ExtinctionRebellion

https://twitter.com/XRebellionLA
Here's why #ExtinctionRebellion is protesting in multiple cities around the world.

12:30P-1:00P: Lunch
1:00P-2:30P: "White People 4 Black Lives" Discussion with Tim
Exercises/Discussion of April 22 Escalated Action
2:30P-3:00P: Travel To Action
3:00P-5:00P: Action (Warning!)
5:00P: Wrap Up/Clean Up (probably optional pay-for-yourself dinner!)

https://twitter.com/XRebellionLA
Wednesday April 17. RADICAL AGENCY
9:00A-9:30A: Light Breakfast
9:30A-10:00A. Introductions/Intro Questions/Meditation
10:00A-10:30A. Debrief Re: Monday/Tuesday
10:00A-12:30P. Anti-Capitalism Seminar from Shannel Pittman and Javer Sethness

Tomorrow 4/17/19 meet at Ela Park @ 8:30A FOR XR-LA anti-capitalism seminar. WHITE PEOPLE 4 BLACK LIVES seminar and swarming on the streets! We're so excited to meet you! 🦋
MAP: goo.gl/maps/5Tu5xfIp... ✨ Call: 213-290-0298 when you arrive! ✨
EXTINCTION REBELLION
LOS ANGELES
APRIL INTERNATIONAL WEEK OF ACTION
CLIMATE CAMP

JOIN US FOR 8 DAYS OF LEARNING, CREATING, AND ACTING TO CELEBRATE EARTH DAY. START WREN FOR EARTH'S SAKE.

...SHE REALLY NEEDS THE HELP—NOW, MORE THAN EVER.

_NVDA INFO, LOCAL SOLIDARITY, ACTION!

STAY UP LATE AND PAINT THE STREETS WITH US & MORE. (CAN'T TELL ALL HERB...) GET ACTIVE WITH LOCALLY TO PREVENT THE SCOURGES OF GLOBAL WARMING BECOMING REAL.

BE PART OF A WEEK OF INTERNATIONAL PROTEST!

THIS IS ALL GOING DOWN IN L.A. APRIL 15TH —
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR:

• SCHEDULES
• LOCATION INFO
• UPDATES

JOIN XRLA'S EARTH DAY WORK!

9:00A-9:30A Light breakfast
9:30A-10:00A Introductions/Intro Questions/Meditation
10:00A-12:00P Set Up (banners, schedules, food storage etc) / phone zapping for STAND-LA
12:00P-1:00P Lunch
1:00P-4:00P Wheat-Paste Tutorial/ Paste Making & Stenciling/Banners
10:15/14 Hard blockades
4:00-5:00 Nonviolent Direct Action Training
5:00-6:00P Hang Out/Wrap Up/Clean Up
LATE PAINT THE STREETS — Wheat Pasting, Stencil Chalking, etc.

Tuesday April 16 LOCAL SOLIDARITY
9:30A-9:15A Light Breakfast
9:15A-TBD STAND-LA Solidarity at City Hall
Times TBD LUNCH (Brinner Gian — picked up and brought to base camps)
TIMES TBD Finalize 4/22 Action plans
TIMES TBD: Wheat-Paste tutorial
TIMES TBD: "Projecting Images on buildings" Workshop
*Folk not on the streets can make flairs at home/camps*

https://www.facebook.com/ExtinctionRebellionL.A/photos/gm.657647744695611/5766627... 4/19/2019
Extinction Rebellion-Los Angeles Climate Camp!

Public - Hosted by Extinction Rebellion Los Angeles

Interested: 37 Going: 224

How to get here:
45 bus stop Eastlake & Broadway. 5 minute walk; down Eastlake to Ela Park.
Gold Line: Lincoln/Cypress station, 15 minute walk from station to Ela Park.

Call 213 260 0288 when you arrive at Ela Park.

Climate Camp 2019 Schedule:
Monday April 15: Nonviolent Direct Action
9:00A-9:30A Light Breakfast
9:30A-10:00A Introduction/Intro Questions/Meditation
10:00A-12:00P: Set Up (Banners, schedules, food storage etc) / phone zapping for STAND- LA
12:00P-1:00P Lunch
1:00P-4:00P: Wheat Pasting, Tutorial / Pest Making & Stenciling/ Banners
10/1 Hard blockades
4:00-5:00 Nonviolent Direct Action Training
5:00-6:00P Hanging Out Wrap Up/Clean Up
LATE: PAINT THE STREETS — Wheat Pasting, Stencil Chalking, etc.

https://www.facebook.com/events/652981618495557/
organizers on the front lines of climate justice, creative team building events, and lots of opportunities for direct action. We can't wait to see you there! There's tons of preparation to be done to prepare for the Climate Camp and if you have any capacity for contributing please reach out!

Please note the following at Climate Camp:
- no violence
- no weapons
- no illegal drugs
- this is a safe space for people of marginalized identities and all gender expressions free of judgment or harm
- please let us know if you have any accessibility concerns (mobility, food, language, other)
- Hágámos saber si tiene alguna inquietud de accesibilidad (movilidad, comida, idioma, otros)

Please join our Slack channel to chat with us online about our plans and actions

https://join.slack.com/outreach/extinctionrebellionla/shared_invite/en-ENxNTg2ZixcNzc0MDAxL2gxDz垴hZmVZDg4MjAzODU5YmY2THy2ZWUyOWU3MDY5YWY4NTkxMDJlMDUxYnM0z48hJMEDTMzYz3MjJQ

See More
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About Extinction Rebellion Los Angeles

Extinction Rebellion Los Angeles
Community Organization
United with the World we are fighting climate change

Email us at XRLA19@GMAIL.COM to get involved!

About the Venue
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